Multiple Packages All Consolidated Together

APPROVED DECORATOR
In cooperation with alphabroder, our company participates in
MPACT (Multiple Packages All Consolidated Together), which
allows us to streamline our processes for better efficiency.
As a result, we’re able to pass along the savings to you with
some exceptional benefits.

HOW IT WORKS.
1. Send us your purchase order and artwork
2. Place your order with alphabroder and have them drop
ship it to us via Ground.
3. R
 eceive your final decorated product directly from us or
let us drop ship the order directly to your customer.

THE BENEFITS.
Free delivery on all orders. We are able to receive all of our
alphabroder orders in bulk, we can pass along the shipping savings to you.
No change in ordering habits with alphabroder. Whether you place
your orders by phone, email or online you don’t have to change a thing.
Just ship the product to us and that’s it!
No change to daily cut off times. Standard cut times apply for the MPACT
program allowing you to take advantage of all hours of the day.
Every purchase order packaged individually. Packing purchase orders
individually eliminates the time and energy usually required to unpack and
break out orders. This also gives you the opportunity to send us smaller
orders rather than consolidating to get free freight.
Exclusive spoilage coverage plan. If an item gets damaged during
embellishment, you don’t have to worry. Our company works directly
with alphabroder for replacement product or credit. Maximum spoilage
allowance applies per order.
Reduced restock fee. Orders sometimes have to be returned -- when that
happens, you can minimize or eliminate extra costs.
Single point of contact for every issue. Have a question? Save time and
call us about order status, tracking and other important information about
your order.
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